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Reflection high-energy electron diffraction analysis of polycrystalline films
with grain size and orientation distributions

J. W. Hartman, R. T. Brewer,a) and Harry A. Atwater
Thomas J. Watson Laboratory of Applied Physics, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
California 91125

~Received 24 June 2002; accepted 5 August 2002!

We report a computationally efficient algorithm to calculate reflection high-energy electron
diffraction ~RHEED! intensities from well-textured, small-grained polycrystalline films in the
kinematic limit. We also show how the intensity maps of the spots in a RHEED pattern from such
a film can be quantitatively analyzed to determine the film’s average grain size, as well as its
in-plane orientation and texture distributions. We find that the in-plane orientation and texture
distribution widths of these films can be determined to within 1 degree and that the average lateral
grain size can be measured to within a fraction of a nanometer after suitable calibration of our
technique. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1510954#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to measure grain size, crystallographic te
ture, and surface roughness during deposition of thin po
crystalline and single crystal films is of fundamental inter
and commercial importance. Reflection high-energy elect
diffraction ~RHEED! is a measurement technique which
compatible with the deposition conditions of many hi
vacuum deposition techniques~e.g., sputter deposition, mo
lecular beam epitaxy! but is typically used only to monito
surface roughness and surface structure during the grow
single crystal materials because quantitative interpretatio
the RHEED intensities is difficult. Recently, models whi
are valid in the limit of very large grains1,2 have been devel
oped to treat grain orientation distributions in polycrystalli
materials and have been used to determine out-of-plane
ture for a CoCr alloy.3 We have developed a fast algorith
able to calculate RHEED intensities from well-textured, n
row in-plane oriented, and small-grained polycrystalli
films. The algorithm enables us to determine the effects
distributions in texture, in-plane orientation, and grain s
upon the RHEED pattern. Evaluation of the algorithm is f
enough to permit an investigator to use standard fitting p
cedures~search algorithms! to fit an observed RHEED pat
tern to the distribution parameters. Alternatively, our alg
rithm permits one to easily develop ‘‘look-up’’ tables whic
relate simple parameters describing an observed diffrac
pattern to parameters describing the distribution of gr
size, texture, and in-plane orientation. Evaluation time is
ear in the number of pixels and requires a few second
evaluate a diffraction pattern with 6403480 resolution on a
350 MHz Pentium II coprocessor.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; ht
daedalus.caltech.edu/;rhett/index.shtml; 626-395-2193; electronic ma
rhett@its.caltech.edu
5130021-8979/2002/92(9)/5133/7/$19.00
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II. MODEL

A. Basics

In the kinematic approximation, scattering from a pe
odic potential~e.g., atoms in a crystal lattice! is elastic and
related to the Fourier transform~FT! of the scattering
potential.4,5 The amplitude for scattering an initial wave ve
tor kê into a final wave vectorkn̂ is proportional to the FT of
the interaction potential at the wave vectork(n̂2ê):

A~kn̂→kê!}2 i E d3r exp@2 ik~ n̂2ê!TrW#V~rW !, ~1!

whereV(rW) is the periodic potential describing interaction
the electrons with the atoms in the scattering target. T
probability of scatteringkê into kn̂ is equal to the square o
the amplitude. For later notational convenience, we de
the interior and exterior products between two vectors as

kWTrW[kxx1kyy1kzz

and

rWkWT[S xkx xky xkz

ykx yky ykz

zkx zky zkz
D . ~2!

The scattering potential for an infinite, perfectly period
crystal may be written

V~rW !5(
RW

n~rW2RW !5(
GW

VGW exp~ iGW TrW !, ~3!

where$RW % are the Bravais lattice vectors describing the p
sitions of the target atoms and$GW % are the reciprocal lattice
vectors. The vectors$GW % satisfyGW TRW mod 2p50 for all lat-
tice vectorsRW . In a perfect infinite crystal, scattering ca
occur only if the momenta of the incident and scatter
beams differ by a reciprocal lattice vector of the crystal. T
scattering potential of a polycrystalline target composed

://
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many finite sized grains with slightly different texture orie
tations may be developed from the perfect crystal poten
by introducing grain ‘‘shape’’ envelope functions and rot
tions of the reciprocal lattice vectors in each of the fin
sized grains:4,5

V~rW !5(
g

Qg~rW2rWg!(
GW

VGW exp@ i ~BgGW !T~rW2aW g!#, ~4!

whereg indexes the individual grains,$Qg(rW2rWg)% are the
envelope functions describing the shape and location of
individual grains:

Qg~rW2rWg!5H 1 rW inside grain boundary

0 rW outside grain boundary, ~5!

$rWg% are the centroids of the grains,$Bg% are matrices de-
scribing the texture rotation of the individual grains relati
to some global coordinate system, and$aW g% describe dis-
placements between grain lattice positions that may be fi
even between grains with no relative texture difference. B
the distribution of textures in the ensemble of grains on
thin film and the finite grain size will broaden the distrib
tion of allowed scattering momentum eigenstates.

Given the polycrystalline form of the scattering potent
@Eq. ~4!# the scattering amplitude@Eq. ~1!# may be written

A~kn̂→kê!}(
GW ,g

exp~ ifGW ,g!AGW ,g , ~6!

where

fGW ,g5~BgGW !T~rWg2aW g!2k~ n̂2ê!TrWg ~7!

and

AGW ,g52 iVGW E d3r exp@ i ~BgGW 2k~ n̂2ê!!TrW#Qg~rW !.

~8!

We have separated the scattering amplitude into phase c
ponentsfGW ,g which are expected to vary strongly and ra
domly from grain to grain, and amplitude componentsAGW ,g

which depend on the individual grain sizes, shapes, and
entations.

B. Random phase approximation

Ultimately, we are interested in the scattering transit
probabilities, which are derived from the scattering amp
tudes as

P~kê→kn̂!5uA~kê→kn̂!u2. ~9!

In our model we note that rapid variations in the phase te
of Eqs. ~6! and ~7! allow us to calculate the probability fo
scattering using the random phase approximation. That
Downloaded 29 Apr 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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P~kê→kn̂!5 (
(GW ,g)(GW 8,g8)

exp@ i ~fGW ,g2fGW 8,g8!#AGW ,g•A
GW 8,g8
*

8(
GW ,g

uAGW ,gu2, ~10!

where AGW 8,g8
* is the complex conjugate ofAGW 8,g8 and we

have used the fact that the cross terms, which sat
(GW ,g)Þ(GW 8,g8), have a random phase and so their sum s
averages to zero. In the development of our model we fi
that it is advantageous to leave the individual scattering a
plitudesAGW ,g in integral form. Then, redefining the integra
tion variables in the double integral that results from writi
uAGW ,gu2, the scattering probability is

P~kê→kn̂!}(
GW ,g

uVGW u2E d3r exp@ i ~BgGW 2k~ n̂2ê!TrW !#

3E d3r 8Qg~rW1rW8!Qg~rW8!. ~11!

The sum over individual grainsSg(...) may bereplaced by
an average over the distribution of grains. If we assume
grain shape and texture are independent, then we may
placeSg(...) by theproduct of independent averages ov
grain texture and size

P~kê→kn̂!}(
GW

uVGW u2E d3rexp@2 ik~ n̂2ê!TrW#

3^exp@ i ~BgGW !TrW#& texture

3 K E d3r 8Qg~rW1rW8!Qg~rW8!L
size

. ~12!

C. Grain shape function

Consider now evaluation of the shape convolution fun
tion which appears in Eq.~12!

Tg~rW !5E d3r 8Qg~rW1rW8!Qg~rW8!. ~13!

The simplest shape function for a grain of lateral sizeLg and
heighth normal to the film surface is a square tile with fini
thickness

Qg~x,y,z!5H 1 U x

Lg
U,U y

Lg
U,UzhU,0.5

0 otherwise
. ~14!

In this case, self convolution of the grain shape function
trivial
Tg~x,y,z!5H Lg
2hS 12U x

Lg
U D S 12U y

Lg
U D S 12UzhU D U x

Lg
U,U y

Lg
U,UzhU,1

0 otherwise J . ~15!
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This function is sharply peaked near the origin, decays r
idly to zero, and may be approximated very well by a Gau
ian with a properly chosen width

Tg~rW !5
Lg

2h

~2ps2!3/2
expS 2

1

2
rWTSrW D ,

where

S5S 1/~sLg!2 0 0

0 1/~sLg!2 0

0 0 1/~sh!2D . ~16!

Here s50.435 and we have defined the ‘‘grain shape m
trix’’ S for later convenience. In RHEED, the effective gra
heighth is determined by extinction of the primary electro
beam as it penetrates the target; for grazing incidence,
effective scattering depths may be on the order of nan
eters. One can estimateh by considering the angle of inci
dence and the electron mean free pathl in the target:h
;l sinuinc . Surface roughness will expose more Bravais l
tice planes and increase the effective scattering depth. H
the effective penetration depth is a function of both the p
mary beam extinction coefficient in the dense material a
the roughness of the surface.

The effective scattering depth should, in general, be
dependent of the lateral grain size. Performing the full ‘‘siz
average over all grain sizes to calculate the averaged s
convolution functionT(rW)5^Tg(rW)&size will, to first order re-
placeLg in Eq. ~16! by an effective lateral grain size repre
sentative of the entire grain size distribution. Thus, we
proximate

K E d3r 8Qg~rW1rW8!Qg~rW8!L
size

;expS 2
1

2
rWTSrW D , ~17!

whereS is as in Eq.~16!, h is the effective penetration dept
normal to the film surface which depends on surface rou
ness and primary beam extinction, andLg is a lateral grain
size representative of the distribution of grain sizes.

D. Grain orientation distribution

Analytic evaluation of the texture dependent term in E
~12! is also possible in the limit of narrow texture distrib
tion. The rotation matricesBg may be expanded in the smal
ness of the rotationsvx , vy , andfz , about the three prin-
cipal axesx̂, ŷ, and ẑ:

Bg.11vxXx1vyXy1fzXz vx ,vy ,fz,10°, ~18!

where 1 is the 333 unit matrix andXx , Xy , and Xz are
rotation generators about thex̂, ŷ, and ẑ axes
Downloaded 29 Apr 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Xx5S 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
D , Xy5S 0 0 21

0 0 0

1 0 0
D ,

Xz5S 0 1 0

21 0 0

0 0 0
D . ~19!

Under the assumption that the grain textures are norm
distributed according to

p~vx ,vy ,fz!5
exp@2vx

2/2~Dvx!
2#

A2p~Dvx!
2

exp@2vy
2/2~Dvy!2#

A2p~Dvy!2

3
exp@2fz

2/2~Dfz!
2#

A2p~Dfz!
2

, ~20!

the texture average can be reduced to calculating the Fo
transform of a Gaussian. The exact result may be written

^exp@ i ~BgGW !TrW#& texture

5exp~ iGW TrW !E dvx dvy dfzp~vx ,vy ,fz!

3exp@ ivx~XxGW !TrW1 ivy~XyGW !TrW1 ifz~XzGW !TrW#

5exp@ iGW TrW2 1
2rW

TDGW rW#, ~21!

where, for notational convenience, we have defined the ‘‘t
ture matrix’’ which depends on the texture distributio
widths and the individual reciprocal lattice vectors

DGW 5~Dvx!
2XxGW ~XxGW !T

1~Dvy!2XyGW ~XyGW !T1~Dfz!
2XzGW ~XzGW !T. ~22!

@See Eq.~2! for definition of the exterior products (XGW )
3(XGW )T.]

If we substitute Eqs.~21! and ~17! into Eq. ~12! we see
that evaluation of the scattering probability has been redu
to a sum over Fourier transforms of Gaussians. We de
AGW

21
5DGW 1S, perform the integrations, and write the sca

tering probability in an analytic form as

P~kê→kn̂!}(
GW

uVGW u2E d3r

3exp@ i ~GW 2k~ n̂2ê!TrW !#exp@2 1
2rW

TAGW
21rW#

}(
GW

uVGW u2AdetuAGW u exp@2 1
2 ~GW 2k~ n̂2ê!!T

3AGW ~GW 2k~ n̂2ê!!#. ~23!

In the kinematic model, the form factors for electron
scattering and x-ray scattering from an atom of nucl
charge Z are related by the Mott formula:nz(GW )5(Z
2 f Z(GW ))/G2.5 The x-ray form factorsf Z are widely avail-
able ~see, for example, Ref. 6!. Form factors are related to
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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the scattering potential by a sum over the basis vectors~bW!
describing the positions of atoms in the unit cell of the l
tice:

VGW 5(
bW

exp~ ibW TGW !nZ~bW ! ~GW !. ~24!

Because electron scattering may be strong, the kinem
model is not generally useful for the quantitative modeling
RHEED. In particular, for large grains, multiple scatterin
between states on the Ewald sphere may be important; th
a dynamical scattering process which will renormalize
kinematic scattering amplitudes. This effect will be most i
portant for inner reflections where the coupling between s
tered electron beams is strongest. For example, in the
beam case for a randomly oriented poly crystal, Cowl7

reports that the ratio of intensities between dynamical
kinematical scattering could be well represented by the eq
tion

I dynamical/I kinematic5FG
21E

0

FG
dx J0~2x!, ~25!

whereFG is n(G)lh/4p, n~G! is the electronic form factor
for the reciprocal lattice vectorG, l is the electron wave-
length, andh is the film thickness. Experiments by Hors
mann and Meyer8 on aluminum found good agreement b
tween this equation and experimental intensities, except
strong inner reflections like~400! and~222!. While the films
we are interested in are not randomly oriented, the crys
are sufficiently small that multiple scattering will occur b
tween separate crystals, causing the dynamical intensitie
add incoherently like in the randomly oriented films. Cons
quently, to first order, we expect that this effect will intr
duce a set of effective electron scattering potentials$VGW

eff
%

which will modify the relative intensities of different diffrac
tion spots, and have little effect upon their shapes. O
present model ignores divergence or convergence of the
cident beam which will introduce further spot broadenin
Also ignored are inelastic events caused by scattering f
surface plasmons and core level electronic excitations.

Often, for a RHEED pattern, a small number of recipr
cal lattice vectors contribute to the intensity observed on
screen; thus a set of only a few 333 matricesAGW are re-
quired to calculate the RHEED pattern. Calculation and
version of 333 matrices requires negligible time and sto
age; so ultimately, the time required to calculate t
predicted RHEED pattern is linear in the number of discr
pixels that have been chosen to be displayed on the diff
tion screen. This permits real-time exploration of the effe
of grain size and texture variation upon the RHEED diffra
tion pattern.

III. APPLICATION TO POLYCRYSTALLINE MgO

To demonstrate application of our model, we consid
the RHEED pattern from small-grained, well-textured Mg
a material that can be grown using ion-beam assisted d
sition techniques.9 MgO forms a Bravais lattice in the roc
salt form with a lattice constanta50.42 nm; the reciproca
lattice vectors of the perfect crystal satisfy
Downloaded 29 Apr 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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l ,m,n all odd or all even integers. ~26!

The kinematic scattering potentialsVGW needed to evaluate
our model are related to the electronic form factors by

VGW }H nMg~GW !1nO~GW ! l ,m,n even

nMg~GW !2nO~GW ! l ,m,n odd. ~27!

To mimic real experimental configurations in molecul
beam epitaxy, we consider RHEED from a polycrystalli
sample of MgO whose normal points down, e.g., in the2zW

direction. The incident beam energy is taken to be 20 k
and its direction of incidence to beê5 x̂cosuinc1 ẑsinuinc ,
whereu inc51.2°. The diffraction screen is placed normal
the x̂ direction. Beams which scatter into the upper hem
sphere, (ẑ•n̂).0, are directed into the wafer and so do n
appear on the diffraction screen. In Fig. 1 we present a se
of simulated diffraction patterns from well-textured sma
grained MgO with finite penetration depth. The throu
beam is not shown but would appear directly above
brightest spot~Miller index 002̄) and equidistant from the
spot directly beneath~Miller index 004̄).

In Fig. 1~a! we have setDvx5Dvy5Dfz50 andLg

5h54 nm. The spots are circular and their ‘‘sharpness’’~as
measured by the rate that the spot intensities decay f
their maxima! is proportional to the grain size. In Fig. 1~b!
we have decreased the penetration depth to 1 nm with
changing the lateral grain size or permitting any distributi
in texture. The aspect ratio of the spots reciprocates
change in grain shape: as the grain height decreases the
height increases. In Fig. 1~c! we have added a finite textur
distribution to the polycrystalline MgO by increasingDfz to
6° andDvy to 3°. Becauseẑ andŷ lie approximately tangen
to the Ewald sphere for the roughly forward scattered el
trons contributing to the intensity of these spots, texture
tations about these axes can only affect the relative inte
ties of the diffraction spots. Finally, in Fig 1~d!, we have
increasedDvx to 3°. The spots are seen to tip in response
the distribution in texture about the direction of the incide
beam. If the lateral grain size and grain height were eq
@see Fig. 1~a!#, a distribution in texture about thex̂ axis
would smear the spots in circular arcs about the throu
beam. However, because the thickness and lateral size o
grains are unequal, the inclination and shape of the diffr
tion spots depend onDvx , Lg , andh in a more complicated
fashion.

IV. RHEED INTENSITY ANALYSIS

All information about the grain size, in-plane orientatio
distribution, and texture distribution in a film is contained
the shapes and relative intensities of the diffraction sp
seen on the RHEED screen. Figure 2 summarizes the q
tative dependence of spot shape and intensity upon the g
size, in-plane orientation distribution, and grain textu
These dependencies can be easily quantified. From Eq.~23!
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Simulated RHEED patterns from polycrystalline MgO with fin
grain sizeLg , effective electron penetration depthh, and narrow grain ori-
entation distributions, where the standard deviation of the distributi
around thex, y, and z axes are designated asDvx , Dvy , Dfz , respec-
tively; ~a! Dvx5Dvy5Dfz50 andLg5h54 nm; ~b! same as~a! excepth
51 nm; ~c! same as~b! exceptDfz56° and Dvy53°; ~d! same as~c!
exceptDvx53°.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
it is clear that in our model the RHEED intensity of a di
fraction spot~labeled by the reciprocal lattice vectorsGW ) is
described by an exponential of a quadratic form. In the lim
of narrow diffraction spots we can write

(
GW

uVGW u2AdetuAGW uexp@2 1
2 ~GW 2k~ n̂2ê!!T

3AGW ~GW 2k~ n̂2ê!!#

}(
GW

uVGW u2AdetuAGW uexp@2 1
2 ~GW 2k~ n̂G2ê!!T

3AGW ~GW 2k~ n̂G2ê!!#exp~2 1
2qW

TAGW qW !, ~28!

where we have separated the maximum in scattering in
sity from the functional dependence of the scattering a
decays away from its maximum. The direction of maximu
scattering intensity occurs in the directionn̂G , which satis-
fies

AGW ~GW 2k~ n̂G2ê!!}n̂G . ~29!

The vectorqW .knW 2knW G is restricted to the plane tangent
the Ewald sphere atkn̂G , e.g. n̂G•qW 50. Contours of constan
scattering intensity are ellipses and are described by

qW TAGW qW 5l1~ q̂1
T qW !21l2~ q̂2

T qW !25const, ~30!

whereq̂1 andq̂2 are the principal axes of the ellipse andl1

and l2 are the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of t
diffraction intensity at the local diffraction intensity max
mum. Large eigenvalues are characteristic of ‘‘sharp’’ d

s

FIG. 2. Simulated RHEED pattern of 20 keV electrons at 1.2° graz
incidence along~001! @100# from well-textured polycrystalline MgO with
lateral grain sizeLg54 nm, electron penetration depthh 5 1 nm, and grain
orientation distributions with standard deviationsDvx53°, Dvy53°, and
Dfz56°, about thex, y, andz axes. The qualitative effects of these param
eters upon the RHEED spot shapes and relative intensities are indicat
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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fraction spots, so that the major axis of the ellipses of c
stant intensity will lie along the eigenvector with the smal
eigenvalue. If the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix
equal, then the diffraction spot will be circular.

In practice, rather than solve Eq.~28! for the point of
maximum intensity, it is easier to calculate the diffracti
pattern and simply search for the local maxima. Once

TABLE I. Quantitative characterization of the relative intensity, aspect ra
angle of inclination, and intensity curvature of the simulated RHEED sp
in Fig. 2. Spots are labeled by their reciprocal lattice vector.

l m n
Relative
intensity

Aspect
ratio

Inclination
angle

Curvature
~nm2)

0 0 –2 1.000 1.68 0.0° 8.15
0 2 –2 0.118 2.25 15.9° 7.93
0 –2 –2 0.118 2.25 215.9° 7.93
0 0 –4 0.078 1.11 90.0° 4.37
0 2 –4 0.035 1.65 43.4° 4.29
0 –2 –4 0.035 1.65 243.4° 4.29

FIG. 3. Unless indicated otherwise, film parameters are as defined in F

~a! angle of inclination of the~02̄4̄) and ~02̄2̄) order diffraction spots as a
function of the texture distribution width about the beam axis~Dvx); ~b!

relative intensity of the~02̄2̄) spot to that of the~002̄) spot as a function of
the distribution width of in-plane orientations in the film~Dfz); ~c! aspect

ratio of the~002̄) spot as a function of scattering depthh; and~d! logarith-

mic curvature of the~002̄) spot as a function of characteristic grain sizeLg .
Downloaded 29 Apr 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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maximum is known, fitting the spot for the principal axe
and eigenvalues is accomplished by standard methods o
ear algebra. Experimental data may also be quantified in
manner, but only if care has been taken not to saturate
detector when recording the RHEED pattern.

We have chosen to quantitatively characterize the
fraction spots in terms of four variables:

~1! relative intensity@see Eq.~28!#,
~2! ellipse aspect ratio~ Al1 /l2),

~3! ellipse inclination~ arccos(ẑTq̂2)), and
~4! intensity curvature~Al1l2).

Sample results for the quantitative characterization of
diffraction spots in Fig. 2 are presented in Table I.

Figure 3 demonstrates the sensitivity of the RHEED p
tern to changes in grain size, electron scattering depth,
texture distribution. In each case the default values for
parameters are that of the RHEED pattern in Fig. 2. Figu
3~a! and 3~b! suggest that if spot inclination and relative sp
intensity can be measured to within 5° and 2%, respectiv
then the distributions in texture and in-plane orientation c
be measured to within 1°. From Fig. 3~c!, if the penetration
depth is on the order of 1 nm, the ability to measure s
aspect ratio to within 20% will allow one to determine th
penetration depth to within a few angstroms. Finally, F
3~d! indicates that if the curvature of the spot intensity can
measured to within a few percent then the characteristic
eral grain size can be determined to within a fraction o
nanometer.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a kinematic model for simulat
RHEED from well-textured polycrystalline films which i
able to incorporate the effects of finite grain size and elect
penetration depth. We have also described a method to q
tify RHEED patterns from such films in terms of the relativ
intensities, shapes, inclinations, and sharpness of the diff
tion spots and shown how these parameters can be qua
tively related to lateral grain size, electron penetration dep
and distributions in crystallographic texture. Lateral gra
size, penetration depth, and distribution in texture about
direction of the incident beam each affect the shape, sh
ness, and inclination of the individual diffraction spots in
manner which will be well fit by our model. Distributions i
texture about axes perpendicular to the incident beam~in-
cluding in-plane orientation! affect the relative intensities o
the diffraction spots and are more difficult to fit because
proper dynamic scattering potentialsVGW also contribute to
this effect but are not included in our model. However, t
ability to monitor the time evolution of texture distribution
about these axes is well within the capabilities of our mo
and sensitivity studies performed above on small grain
polycrystalline MgO suggest that differences in lateral gr
size as small as a few angstroms, and differences in tex
distribution widths as small as 1° can be easily detected w
RHEED.
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